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Coal: balance between forests, people 
and pollution – local and global
We know burning of coal is indicted for climate change 
We also know that in countries like India we need access to affordable 
energy to meet needs of millions – energy poverty is unacceptable
But we also know that coal has huge environmental impactsBut we also know that coal has huge environmental impacts
Coal is found where the forests are found
Coal is found where the poorest people – tribals – live 
Coal is found in the the watersheds of our country
This is the modern cartography of coal



A new 
geography

Coal is found
Where forests 
are found
Where Where 
watersheds 
are found
Where the 
poor live



Careful balance needed: 
forest protection and coal mining
• Not happening

• Our analysis shows how:
• A. Efforts to categorize certain forests as NO-GO so that these can be • A. Efforts to categorize certain forests as NO-GO so that these can be 

protected has been discarded
• B. Instead there is clear evidence that processes have been subverted; 

decision-making is now “worked” to ensure clearance are given
So, no balance is maintained; there is no assurance that decisions are being 
taken in a manner to safeguard forest wealth against coal mining where 
necessary



Forest clearance 
under Forest 
Conservation Act
Fatally and Fatally and 
fundamentally 
flawed
Weak system made 
weaker; non-
existent



Forest: No-Go is going; gone

• Every time we open up for more coal we go into more denser forests

• As per the definition: No-Go is “un-fragmented forest landscapes 
having gross forest cover (GFC) > 30% and weighted forest cover having gross forest cover (GFC) > 30% and weighted forest cover 
(WFC) > 10%".

• Since 2015, of the 49 blocks cleared for coal, 9 were in NO-GO areas
• In 2020, 41 blocks put up for auction, 21 are in the original NO-GO 

list



Forests for coal: already so much is lost so 
why more?
• Since 1980 (Forest Conservation Act) enactment India has diverted 

0.53 million ha of forestland for mining; bulk of this is for coal
• Between 2007-2011 – 0.2 million ha of forestland diverted; coal was 

26,000 ha (many of these mines were cancelled by SC in 2014)26,000 ha (many of these mines were cancelled by SC in 2014)
• Then since 2015 49 coal mining projects have been given clearance; 

will lead to 19,614 ha of forest land to be diverted; 1.02 million trees 
to be felled and 10,151 families evicted

• This is already gone
• So, why more. Why the 2020 auction of 41 coal blocks?



Why mine more?

WHY?
• When existing not utilized?
• RTI reply of Ministry of Coal tells us that 67 per cent of mines 

auctioned since 2015 not yet operationalauctioned since 2015 not yet operational
WHY?
When India’s thermal power sector is already working below capacity; 
official data suggests that in the future it will be further stressed 
because of the growth of renewable sources
Official data accepts that more coal is not needed for thermal sector



Then why?

• Import of coal clearly increasing – it is an Amazon-type business – call 
Indonesia and it will be delivered in the next ship to Mundra and then to 
anywhere in the country

• Imports happening because:
• A. There is no control – coal under OGL• A. There is no control – coal under OGL
• B. Coal is the cheapest (dirtiest) source of fuel (after ban on pet-coke)

But stopping imports is easy. Take it out of OGL; incentivize clean fuel that 
industry uses
But stopping imports also not so easy for certain users
So, again why? Why more auction of coal mines? Why go into the NO-GO 
forest areas? Why discount the cost of pollution and forest protection?



What next: restore the ‘balance’

1. Urgently need to strengthen (and not weaken or dilute) the forest 
clearance procedures

2. Urgently ensure that thermal power sector meets the 2015 
emission norms so that when it burns coal it is as clean as possibleemission norms so that when it burns coal it is as clean as possible

3. Urgently put restraints on the open and unrestricted use of 
imported coal in industry as it is adding to the pollution burden and 
has costs on our health

Need to make transition to clean energy – cleaner coal; RE, natural gas
Need to ensure that forests and habitats of people are not destroyed




